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Recent improvements in parton shower 
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Start with some partonic state 
This spans an initial ‘colour dipole’ 

Throw a random number to determine 
the scale  until which ‘nothing 
happens’ 

The state splits…  
The new gluon is part of two 
(independent) dipoles 

Process continues until it reaches a 
non-perturbative cut-off scale 
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Illustrated with a dipole shower for final-state emissions
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Illustrated with a dipole shower for final-state emissions
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q q̄gq̄ q g
End result: set of particles and their four 
momenta, from which any (well-defined) 

observable may be reconstructed
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∝ gs
pμ

p ⋅ k
T ⊗ ℳ

Emission of a soft gluon: the eikonal Feynman rule

∝ gs
1

p ⋅ k
P(ij),a(z) ⊗ ℳa

Emission of a collinear particle: Splitting functions P(ij)a

k → zp

p

kμ → 0

p
ℳ

p − kℳ

 is a colour-generator 
• Spin dependence is factorised 
• Colour dependence is not 

T

 is a spin index 
• Colour dependence is factorised 
• Spin dependence is not 

a

The splitting probability
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To simplify these dependences:

Leading colour and spin-averaged 

(classical limit)



PS algorithms - matter of making choices

Melissa van Beekveld

Evolution variable  
Which emissions come first?


 ordered, angular ordered, virtuality ordered…

v

kt

Kinematic map 
How to go from  to  partonic state?


global / local momentum conservation
n n + 1

Attribution of recoil 
How to select an ‘emitter’?


dipole CM frame, event CM frame

  DGLAP                v.s.     Dipole/Antenna  
Pythia default

Herwig default

Pythia dipole

Herwig dipole


Sherpa

Dire


Vincia
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Parton showers: a crucial ingredient

Herwig 7Pythia 8 Sherpa

Do an amazing job at describing the 
phenomenology at colliders 


(and sometimes even beyond colliders)



But differences matter…
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[2003.12435, 2105.11399, 2106.10987]

Colour coherence strongly 
suppresses radiation in central 

rapidity region

VBF production of h + 2j
Pythia’s default (global) shower


unphysically fills this central region!

dipole shower (antenna)

dipole shower (local)

Focus of the talk will lie mostly on this channel…



Progress in improving the PS accuracy
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• Matching to fixed-order 
      NLO; i.e. Frixione & Webber [0204244], Nason [0409146], … 
      NNLO; i.e. UNNLOPS [1407.3773], MiNNLOps [1908.06987], Geneva [1311.0286], Vincia [2108.07133], … 
      NNNLO; Prestel [2106.03206], + Bertone [2202.01082] 

• Electroweak corrections 
      Vincia [2002.09248, 2108.10786], Pythia [1401.5238], Herwig [2108.10817], … 

• Triple collinear / double soft splittings 
      Dulat, Höche, Krauss, Prestel [1705.00982, 1705.00742, 1805.03757, 2110.05964] 
      Li & Skands [1611.00013], Plätzer & Ruffa [2012.15215], … 

• Spin and colour correlations 
      Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer, Sjödahl [1201.0260, 1808.00332, 1905.08686, 2007.09648, 2011.15087] 
      Deductor [0706.0017, 1401.6364, 1501.00778, 1902.02105], Herwig [1807.01955] 
      PanScales [2011.10054, 2103.16526, 2111.01161], … 

• Assessing the logarithmic accuracy of a shower 
      Herwig [1904.11866, 2107.04051], Deductor [2011.04777], Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer [2003.06400]

      Alaric [2208.06057], PanScales [1805.09327, 2002.11114, 2205.02237, 2207.09467], …

ggF [2006.04133], VH [2112.04168] colour-singlet (DY) [2102.08390], VH [1909.02026]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09248
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10786
https://arxiv.org/abs/1401.6364
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.16526
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.01161
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Matching for VBF (Powheg-box + PS)

[2106.10987]
Multiplicative matching  

[0409146, 0911.5299, 1002.2581] 

Matching fixes the rapidity 
distribution of the 3rd jet…

But we again see a huge 
discrepancy for four-jet observables!

PS + (h + 3j@NLO) PS + (h + 3j@NLO)

MC@NLO + Pythia/Herwig in [2003.12435]
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[2106.10987]
Multiplicative matching  

[0409146, 0911.5299, 1002.2581] 

Matching fixes the rapidity 
distribution of the 3rd jet…

But we again see a huge 
discrepancy for four-jet observables!

PS + (h + 3j@NLO) PS + (h + 3j@NLO)

MC@NLO + Pythia/Herwig in [2003.12435]

Important message:  
Matching does not magically fix your shower

Matching for VBF (Powheg-box + PS)



NLOPS vs NNLO
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[2105.11399]

Good agreement between NLOPS (Herwig dipole [0909.5593] +MC@NLO) 
and NNLOjet [1802.02445]



NLOPS vs NNLO
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[2105.11399]

Agreement completely 
lost with higher Higgs  

cut
pT

Consequence of large 
scale difference between 

the two LO dipoles

Q2
a ≪ Q2

b

a

b



Progress in improving the PS accuracy
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• Matching to fixed-order 
      NLO; i.e. Frixione & Webber [0204244], Nason [0409146], … 
      NNLO; i.e. UNNLOPS [1407.3773], MiNNLOps [1908.06987], Geneva [1311.0286], Vincia [2108.07133], … 
      NNNLO; Prestel [2106.03206], + Bertone [2202.01082] 

• Electroweak corrections 
      Vincia [2002.09248, 2108.10786], Pythia [1401.5238], Herwig [2108.10817], … 

• Triple collinear / double soft splittings 
      Dulat, Höche, Krauss, Prestel [1705.00982, 1705.00742, 1805.03757, 2110.05964] 
      Li & Skands [1611.00013], Plätzer & Ruffa [2012.15215], … 

• Spin and colour correlations 
      Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer, Sjödahl [1201.0260, 1808.00332, 1905.08686, 2007.09648, 2011.15087] 
      Deductor [0706.0017, 1401.6364, 1501.00778, 1902.02105], Herwig [1807.01955] 
      PanScales [2011.10054, 2103.16526, 2111.01161], … 

• Assessing the logarithmic accuracy of a shower 
      Herwig [1904.11866, 2107.04051], Deductor [2011.04777], Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer [2003.06400]

      Alaric [2208.06057], PanScales [1805.09327, 2002.11114, 2205.02237, 2207.09467], …

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09248
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10786
https://arxiv.org/abs/1401.6364
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.16526
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.01161


Electroweak effects in h + 2j
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QED shower has little impact

[2208.00013]

pT,jet > 25GeV, |yjet | < 4.5
mjj > 600GeV, Δyjj > 4.5

yj1 ⋅ yj2 < 0

VBF cuts
Designed to decouple the two 

topologies, but with EW 
corrections they are interfered



Progress in improving the PS accuracy
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• Matching to fixed-order 
      NLO; i.e. Frixione & Webber [0204244], Nason [0409146], … 
      NNLO; i.e. UNNLOPS [1407.3773], MiNNLOps [1908.06987], Geneva [1311.0286], Vincia [2108.07133], … 
      NNNLO; Prestel [2106.03206], + Bertone [2202.01082] 

• Electroweak corrections 
      Vincia [2002.09248, 2108.10786], Pythia [1401.5238], Herwig [2108.10817], … 

• Spin and colour correlations 
      Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer, Sjödahl [1201.0260, 1808.00332, 1905.08686, 2007.09648, 2011.15087] 
      Deductor [0706.0017, 1401.6364, 1501.00778, 1902.02105], Herwig [1807.01955] 
      PanScales [2011.10054, 2103.16526, 2111.01161], … 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09248
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10786
https://arxiv.org/abs/1401.6364
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.16526
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.01161


Subleading colour corrections - jet veto in h + 2j
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Non-global observable: sensitive to wide-angle soft 
gluon emissions in restricted regions of phase space

[2011.04154]

Soft gluons are sensitive to colour flow of underlying process

qq → qqH
i.e.

has an octet and a singlet channel



Subleading colour corrections - jet veto in h + 2j
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Full colour evolution

Puzzling agreement between large-  and 
full colour, observed in all channels! 

Nc

[2011.04154]

Gap survival probability for octet channel 
(fixed kinematics)

PS approximation

αs

π
ln

pT

Eout

Maybe good news for the large-  parton showers, 
but need to understand what is happening here…

Nc



Progress in improving the PS accuracy
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• Matching to fixed-order 
      NLO; i.e. Frixione & Webber [0204244], Nason [0409146], … 
      NNLO; i.e. UNNLOPS [1407.3773], MiNNLOps [1908.06987], Geneva [1311.0286], Vincia [2108.07133], … 
      NNNLO; Prestel [2106.03206], + Bertone [2202.01082] 

• Electroweak corrections 
      Vincia [2002.09248, 2108.10786], Pythia [1401.5238], Herwig [2108.10817], … 

• Spin and colour correlations 
      Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer, Sjödahl [1201.0260, 1808.00332, 1905.08686, 2007.09648, 2011.15087] 
      Deductor [0706.0017, 1401.6364, 1501.00778, 1902.02105], Herwig [1807.01955] 
      PanScales [2011.10054, 2103.16526, 2111.01161], … 

• Assessing the logarithmic accuracy of a shower

      Herwig [1904.11866, 2107.04051], Deductor [2011.04777], Forshaw, Holguin, Plätzer [2003.06400]

      Alaric [2208.06057], PanScales [1805.09327, 2002.11114, 2205.02237, 2207.09467], …

This is all about understanding the impact of different choices made in PS algorithms! 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09248
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10786
https://arxiv.org/abs/1401.6364
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.16526
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.01161


Addressing the accuracy of a parton shower
For a given observable, one may address the question of accuracy systematically
At fixed order

At all orders using analytic resummation

A parton shower produces an arbitrary set of final-state particles, which may be 
recombined into arbitrary observables!

Melissa van Beekveld16

How to address this question of accuracy?

σ = ∑
n

cnαn
s = c0 + c1αs + …

ΣNLL(λ ≡ αsL) = exp(
1
αs

g1(λ) + g2(λ) + …) ΣNDL(ξ ≡ αs ln2 L) = h1(ξ) + αsh2(ξ) + …



PanScales NLL correctness requirements 
Resummation 
Require single-logarithmic accuracy for suitably 
defined observables 
• global event shapes ( ) 
• parton distribution / fragmentation functions ( ) 
• non-global observables ( ) 
• particle multiplicity ( ) 

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s L2n−1

Melissa van Beekveld17

[1805.09327]

Matrix element tests 
Require correctness of effective matrix elements generated by the shower for 
well-separated emissions



PanScales NLL correctness requirements 
Resummation 
Require single-logarithmic accuracy for suitably 
defined observables 
• global event shapes ( ) 
• parton distribution / fragmentation functions ( ) 
• non-global observables ( ) 
• particle multiplicity ( ) 
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s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s L2n−1
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[1805.09327]

Tested by taking  ?
ΣPS(αsL)

ΣNLL/NDL(αsL)

18



Resummation 
Require single-logarithmic accuracy for suitably 
defined observables 
• global event shapes ( ) 
• parton distribution / fragmentation functions ( ) 
• non-global observables ( ) 
• particle multiplicity ( ) 

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s L2n−1

PanScales NLL correctness requirements 
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[1805.09327]

Let us try this for an arbitrary observable

Testing accuracy

Idea for testing:

⌃MC (�=↵sL,↵s)

⌃NLL(�=↵sL,↵s)

v. 1

with � = ↵sL

NLL deviations

or

subleading e↵ects?

Gregory Soyez The quest for precision across scales June 12 2020, BNL 21 / 29

Correctly reproduce              for N well 
separated emissions in the Lund plane

Targeted accuracy of PanScales showers: NLL

7

!!2"n !2

NLL accuracy for a wide range of observables

#MC(!)
#NLL(!)

NLL deviation
or

NNLL effect?

"

 [G
eV
]

lo
gk

t

[Dasgupta et al. PRL 125 (2020)]
[Dasgupta et al. JHEP 09 (2018) 033]

Deviates from 1:  
NLL mistake? 

… or contribution from 
subleading terms?ΣPS

(λ
)/

ΣN
LL

(λ
)

Tested by taking  ?
ΣPS(αsL)

ΣNLL/NDL(αsL)
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PanScales NLL correctness requirements 
Resummation 
Require single-logarithmic accuracy for suitably 
defined observables 
• global event shapes ( ) 
• parton distribution / fragmentation functions ( ) 
• non-global observables ( ) 
• particle multiplicity ( ) 

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s Ln

αn
s L2n−1
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[1805.09327]

Tested by taking  

(While keeping the size of  fixed)

lim
αs→0

ΣPS(αsL)
ΣNLL/NDL(αsL)
λ = αsL

Correctly reproduce              for N well 
separated emissions in the Lund plane

Targeted accuracy of PanScales showers: NLL

7

!!2"n !2

NLL accuracy for a wide range of observables

lim
!s"0

#MC(")
#NLL(") " 1

Testing accuracy

Idea for testing:

⌃MC (�=↵sL,↵s)

⌃NLL(�=↵sL,↵s)

↵s!0
�! 1

at fixed � = ↵sL

NLL deviations

or

subleading e↵ects?

Gregory Soyez The quest for precision across scales June 12 2020, BNL 21 / 29

NLL deviation
or

NNLL effect?

[Dasgupta et al. PRL 125 (2020)]
[Dasgupta et al. JHEP 09 (2018) 033]

[C
ourtesy of G

.Soyez]#

 [G
eV
]

lo
gk

t

ΣPS
(λ

)/
ΣN

LL
(λ

)

Clear deviation 
from 1 in the 

 limit!αs → 0
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Standard dipole showers distinguish the emitter from 
the spectator at  in the CM dipole frameη = 0

Event frame Dipole frameg(p̃i)

q̄(p̃j)

Boosting back to 
the event frame…

g(p̃i)

q̄(p̃j)

g(p̃i)

q̄(p̃j)

g(p̃′ i) q̄(p̃′ j)
Recoil to g Recoil to q̄

Leads to an incorrect 
(and quite unphysical) 
recoil picture!

Physical attribution of 
recoil

Important issue in dipole showers: attribution of recoil



What is the impact of this?

Melissa van Beekveld22

Examine this question for colour-singlet production at the LHC 

Z,h

For the impact in  collisions, see [2002.11114]e+e−

[2205.02237], [2207.09467]

Kinematic map Evolution variable  v Attribution of recoil 

local 

global , local +/- 

local 

local 

global , local +/- 

global , local +/-

⊥

⊥

⊥

 

 

 

 

 

kt

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

Dipole CM 

Dipole CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM

Dipole-kt local 

Dipole-kt global 

PanLocal Antenna 

PanLocal Dipole 

PanGlobal  

PanGlobal 

β = 0

β = 1/2



What is the impact of this?
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Examine this question for colour-singlet production at the LHC 

Z,h

[2205.02237], [2207.09467]

Kinematic map Evolution variable  v Attribution of recoil 

local 

global , local +/- 

local 

local 

global , local +/- 

global , local +/-

⊥

⊥

⊥

 

 

 

 

 

kt

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

Dipole CM 

Dipole CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM

Dipole-kt local 

Dipole-kt global 

PanLocal Antenna 

PanLocal Dipole 

PanGlobal  

PanGlobal 

β = 0

β = 1/2

Much like Dire, Vincia, Sherpa 
and Pythia dipole

22



What is the impact of this?
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Examine this question for colour-singlet production at the LHC 

Z,h

[2205.02237], [2207.09467]

Kinematic map Evolution variable  v Attribution of recoil 

local 

global , local +/- 

local 

local 

global , local +/- 

global , local +/-

⊥

⊥

⊥

 

 

 

 

 

kt

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

Dipole CM 

Dipole CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM

Dipole-kt local 

Dipole-kt global 

PanLocal Antenna 

PanLocal Dipole 

PanGlobal  

PanGlobal 

β = 0

β = 1/2

New showers
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What is the impact of this?
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Examine this question for colour-singlet production at the LHC 

Z,h

[2205.02237], [2207.09467]

Kinematic map Evolution variable  v Attribution of recoil 

local 

global , local +/- 
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global , local +/- 

global , local +/-

⊥

⊥
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kt
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kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

Dipole CM 

Dipole CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM

Dipole-kt local 

Dipole-kt global 

PanLocal Antenna 

PanLocal Dipole 

PanGlobal  

PanGlobal 

β = 0

β = 1/2

Test different choices 

for the kinematic map
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What is the impact of this?
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Examine this question for colour-singlet production at the LHC 

Z,h

[2205.02237], [2207.09467]

Kinematic map Evolution variable  v Attribution of recoil 

local 

global , local +/- 

local 

local 

global , local +/- 

global , local +/-

⊥

⊥

⊥

 

 

 

 

 

kt

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

kt

kt × exp[ |η | /2]

Dipole CM 

Dipole CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM 

Event CM

Dipole-kt local 

Dipole-kt global 

PanLocal Antenna 

PanLocal Dipole 

PanGlobal  

PanGlobal 

β = 0

β = 1/2
Notice difference 


in attribution of recoil
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Transverse momentum of the Z boson

Melissa van Beekveld23

Cumulative distribution 

(ratio to analytic prediction)

Both fail the NLL criterion 
for the transverse 

momentum of the Z boson!

NLL expectation

Dipole- (global)kt

Dipole- (local)ktRa
tio

 to
 N

LL

 [2207.09467]



Transverse momentum of the Z boson

Melissa van Beekveld

Ra
tio

 to
 N

LL

Cumulative distribution 

(ratio to analytic prediction)

In line with NLL prediction

 [2207.09467]
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Global observables Non-global observables

DGLAP evolutionMultiplicity

Note spin correlations and subleading-colour 
corrections are included



Conclusions
• Different shower algorithms show substantial differences in their predictions

• Difference between showers often a dominant uncertainty in analysis

• Pythia’s default shower does not describe VBF physics, and should not be used

• Control over logarithmic accuracy in colour-singlet production (ggF)

• Stay tuned for a log-study of VBF

Melissa van Beekveld25

Recommended settings for showers, matching and merging in VBF with Pythia:

https://gitlab.com/Pythia8/releases/-/issues/141

Standard dipole showers (like Dire, Vincia, Sherpa and Pythia’s dipole shower) are not NLL accurate!

https://gitlab.com/Pythia8/releases/-/issues/141


Back up
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J
H
E
P
0
3
(
2
0
2
1
)
0
4
1

Q [GeV] !s(Q) pt,min [GeV] " = !sL2 # = !sL $

91.2 0.1181 1.0 2.4 !0.53 0.27
91.2 0.1181 3.0 1.4 !0.40 0.18
91.2 0.1181 5.0 1.0 !0.34 0.14
1000 0.0886 1.0 4.2 !0.61 0.36
1000 0.0886 3.0 3.0 !0.51 0.26
1000 0.0886 5.0 2.5 !0.47 0.22
4000 0.0777 1.0 5.3 !0.64 0.40
4000 0.0777 3.0 4.0 !0.56 0.30
4000 0.0777 5.0 3.5 !0.52 0.26
20000 0.0680 1.0 6.7 !0.67 0.45
20000 0.0680 3.0 5.3 !0.60 0.34
20000 0.0680 5.0 4.7 !0.56 0.30

Table 1. Values of " = !sL2, # = !sL and $ (defined in eq. (7.10)) for various upper (Q) and lower
(pt,min) momentum scales. The coupling itself is in a 5-loop variable flavour number scheme [45–48],
while $ is evaluated for 1-loop evolution with nf = 5.

use # = !sL = !0.5. This corresponds to a slightly narrower range of logarithm than
our choice for ", in part to help mitigate some of the technical di!culties of the !s " 0
limit. We perform such studies for event shapes (section 7.2.2) and non-global logarithms
(section 7.3).

Generation with very small !s and fixed " or # is often di!cult. Many of the techniques
that we use were outlined in the supplemental material to ref. [12]. For the work presented
here we added three main new advances:

1. We implemented a weighted generation technique that is equivalent to evolving multi-
ple replicas of an event, discarding a replica when it emits into a region of phase-space
that we wish to veto, and then adjusting the number of replicas and their weights so
as to continue generating with the original e"ective number of replicas (cf. section 3
of ref. [49]). For the combinations of !s, shower and event-shape that were most
challenging in ref. [12], this enabled us to save about an order of magnitude in com-
puting time, associated with accessing regions with very strong Sudakov suppression.
It also enabled us to reach small !s values that were simply not feasible in ref. [12],
facilitating the extrapolation to !s = 0.

2. We adjusted the shower implementation so that it can track di"erences in directions
between neighbouring particles in the dipole chain. This works around issues that
arise in normal shower implementations where it becomes di!cult to determine an-
gles between particles (and dot products, etc.) when those angles go below machine
precision %. This, together with the next point, was especially useful in allowing for
smaller !s and larger values of the (absolute) logarithm in double-logarithmic tests,
though it also facilitated cuto" dependence tests in the NLL event-shape studies. It
has a small # 30% speed penalty, and some implementation overhead, but avoids
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Mapping between  and physical quantitiesλ



Towards phenomenology - ΔΨ12
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Spread of NLL showers

(Dipole-kt global is contained)

αs(xrμr,0)(1 +
Kαs(xrμr,0)

2π
+ 2αs(xrμr,0)b0(1 − z)ln xr)



Towards phenomenology - ΔΨ12
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Dipole-kt global now falls

outside the spread

More asymptotic regime

Less double-soft contamination
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η

ln kt /Q

E =
Q

Introduce some angular dependence with βPS > 0

Evolution variable

ln v1

ln v2 < ln v1

ln v3 < ln v2

A parton shower orders emissions

The evolution variable  tells us which 
emissions come first, and which later in the 
showering process

We use the definition 

v

v ≃ kte−βPS|η|

βPS = 0.5
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pi = aip̃i + bip̃j + fk⊥

pj = aj p̃i + bj p̃j + (1 − f )k⊥

pk = ak p̃i + bk p̃j + k⊥

Local kinematic map

pk , f = 0

q q̄(p̃j)

g(p̃i)

q q̄(pj)

g(pi)
pk , f = 1 Mapping coefficients depend on 

• Evolution variable  
• Rapidity  

ln v
η

Dipole: step function for  
Antenna: smooth transition for 

f
f

Kinematic map
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q q̄(p̃j)

g(p̃i)

q q̄(pj)

g(pi)

pi = aip̃i

pj = bj p̃j

pk = ak p̃i + bk p̃j + k⊥

Global kinematic map

Boost (part of) event after each 
emission to restore momentum 

conservation

pk

Kinematic map

Choice: global in some/all  and  components +/− ⊥



A standard dipole shower: dipole-kt
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1. Evolution variable: transverse momentum ( ) 

2. Kinematic map:  
    a) Local 

    b) Global 

3. Attribution of recoil: dipole CM frame

kt

Dates back to Gustafson, Petterson [Nucl. Phys. B 306 (1988)], Catani, Seymour [hep-ph/9605323], many variations available

For every emission the momentum is locally conserved
This means that the e.g. the Z-boson  almost never gets rescaled 

 not in line with the NLL prediction
pt

→

The Z-boson absorbs the  imbalance induced by the global map through a boost
Claimed to fix the Z-  distribution

kt
pt

Plätzer, Gieseke [0909.5593], Höche, Prestel [1506.05057]

Plätzer, Gieseke [0909.5593], Nagy, Soper [0912.4534]

[Pythia8 (global ISR), Deductor and Alaric have different solutions]
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1. Evolution variable  
     with  
    (  is standard -ordering) 

2. Kinematic map 
    Global  
    Local  
    Transverse-momentum imbalance is  
    absorbed by the hard system (Z/h) 

3. Attribution of recoil  
    hard-system CM frame

v ≃ kte−βPS|η| 0 ≤ βPS < 1
βPS = 0 kt

⊥
+/−

PanGlobal PanLocal
1. Evolution variable  
     with  

2. Kinematic map 
    Local      
    Local  
    Initial-state particles that gain a      
    component are realigned with  
    the beam axis with a boost 

3. Attribution of recoil  
    hard-system CM frame

v ≃ kte−βPS|η| 0 < βPS < 1

⊥
+/−

kt

Introducing NLL-accurate showers for pp



PanGlobal details
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• Kinematic map (emitted particle)

•Constraining the coefficients: 

•The transverse-momentum imbalance is absorbed into the FS partons in a two-step 
process:

1 r2Q2
in = Q2

outRescale IS partons such that                        , 

Boost (part of the) FS such that2 Λ(Qout) = rQin

r2 = rarb

 

Relate  and  to the shower variables

p2
k = p2

i = p2
j = 0

ak bk

1

2



PanGlobal boost
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Never boost partons created by the shower, only give recoil to the ‘hard system’ H

•Just boost the Z/h

•We furthermore require

1. The mass of the hard system is preserved
2. The rapidity of the hard system is preserved

Λ(p̃H) = rap̃a + rbp̃b − pk − ∑
f∉H

p̃f

This fixes  and ra rb
1
2



General global observables
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Sp/j,β = ∑
i∈f/jets

p⊥,i e−β|ηi|

Mj,β = max
i∈jets

[p⊥,i e−β|ηi|]



Global event shapes for yZ ≠ 0
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Transverse momentum of the Z boson
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Scaling at small pt

The Sudakov suppression is compensated by 
azimuthal cancellations at small 

Leads to a power-law fall-off
pt

Parisi, Petronzio [NPB 154 (1979) 427-440]
dΣ
dp2

tZ
= ∫

∞

0

db
2

b J0(bptZ) ΣV(b0/b)

https://doi.org/10.1016/0550-3213(79)90040-3


Parton distribution functions
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DGLAP expectation



Non-global observable: rapidity gap
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Δη



Particle multiplicity
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PanLocal issue for βPS = 0
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•Separation of dipole in event CM frame is not 
enough to cure dipole-showers with local maps 
from locality issue, the transverse momentum 
ordering is problematic here

•Only when emissions are ordered in angle 
( ) we solve thisβPS > 0

•Recoil is taken from the first gluon even when 
emissions are separated in rapidity

•Then commensurate  emissions are ordered in 
angle, so they take their recoil from the hard 
system (after boost)

kt



Issue for βPS = 1
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•With                                and 

•For  this equates to                and becomes 
independent of 

β = 1
η̄

•For IF dipoles, momentum of first emission is 
rescaled by  in mapbj = 1 − βk

1 −
s̃i

s̃ij

v
Q

•Consider change in first emitted parton:

pk,1 = p̃j → bjpk,1 = (1 −
s̃i

s̃ij

v2

Q ) pk,1

s̃i

s̃ij
=

2p̃i ⋅ Q
2p̃i ⋅ p̃j

=
1

bk,1
bk,1 = βk,1 =

v1

Q

k⊥,1

k⊥,1 after 2
= (1 −

v2

v1 )



Colour tests

Test of the differential matrix element 

Here primary  Lund plane and the new  
Lund leaf 

LC = leading colour (standard) 
FC = full colour 

CFFE = standard colour treatment 

Segment and NODS two ways to improve 
the colour handling in the PanScales 
showers

q̄q g
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Colour tests
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Test of the 
integrated rate 
of emissions



Spin tests
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Two collinear emissions



Spin tests
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One collinear, one soft emission



Spin tests
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Three collinear emissions



Super-leading logarithms
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• Consider , max  of emissions in the right 
hemisphere (sensitive to super-leading logs at )

MR,0 p⊥
𝒪(α3

s )

• Take toy-model approach with only soft primary emissions 
and fixed coupling

• Clearly a discrepancy at fixed-order for standard dipole 
showers

• Take difference between CEASAR result and toy shower 
, n = order in , where  has terms 

of  with 

δFn(L) αs F = ∑ αn
s Fn

αn
s Lm m ≤ n

• Vanishes at all orders because it is numerically 
comparable to the NNLL terms -> orange points

2002.11114



Super-leading logarithms
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• Discrepancy not there 
for PanScales family of 
showers

2002.11114


